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Page 8: Using The Ninja Express Chop. Using the Ninja Express Chop ® ™ Shaft Fig. 2 Open Flap Fig. 1 Fig.
3 3 Carefully spin the blade counter CAUTION: Blades are sharp! Use clockwise to make sure that it has
extreme caution when handling the inserted properly. (Fig. 2) blades.

OWNER’S GUIDE NJ100
Using the Ninja® Express Chop™ TOLL FREE: 1-800-798-7398 CAUTION: Blades are sharp! Use extreme
caution when handling the blades. Always hold them by the shaft. IMPORTANT: Never run the appliance
empty. 1 Place the processor bowl on a clean, dry, level surface. 2 Holding the chopping blade by the shaft,
carefully place it over the spindle

Ninja Express Food Chopper Manual
Congratulations on your purchase of the Ninja Master Prep Professional, the Ultimate Food and Drink Maker.
Unlike any product you’ve owned, the Master Prep ...

Ninja Express Chop
Ninja Express Chop The Ninja Express Chop is just what you need to turn your favorite ingredients into soups,
sauces, dressings, toppings, dips and more. The Express Chop has Ninja blade technology that chops vegetables
evenly every time, minces garlic and other herbs quickly, and purees ingredients for sauces and dressings.

Ninja Express Chop 3
Ninja - Express Chop 3-Cup Food Processor - Gray. Chop, grind, blend and mix ingredients in this Ninja
Express Chop NJ110GR food processor that features a one-touch pulse setting for precise control. The 3-cup
container is BPA-free and dishwasher-safe for quick cleanup.

Amazon.com: Ninja Express Chopper, NJ100 (1) (Renewed ...
The Ninja chopper is ideal for garlic, onions, spices, herbs, cheese and much more. It effortlessly chops, grinds
and blends all types of ingredients for easy meal preparation. This food chopper is BPA-free and dishwasher
safe.

Ninja Express Food Chopper, Grey (NJ110GR)
The Ninja express chopper features a 16-ounce chopper bowl for just the right amount of ingredients. This
ergonomic 200-watt power pod features a large chrome pulsing button for ideal control and consistent results. A
no-slip base and splashguard on the chopper bowl keeps everything steady and clean.

Ninja Red Express Chopper

Ninja Express Chopper NJ100:Patented Ninja Blade technologyNinja chopper is perfect for garlic, onion, zest,
spices, herbs, cheese, bacon crumbles, nut chopping, chocolate, dressings, sauces and spreadsEffortlessly
minces, chops, grinds and blends a variety of ingredients for easy meal preparation or final touchesBPA-free
and dishwasher safeErgonomic designed power head is easy to handleOne-touch pulse for precise controlSmall
and compact design makes it ideal for kitchen countertopsQuickly ...

Amazon.com: Ninja Food Chopper Express Chop with 200
This item Ninja Food Chopper Express Chop with 200-Watt, 16-Ounce Bowl for Mincing, Chopping, Grinding,
Blending and Meal Prep (NJ110GR)

